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ABSTRACT
Historical records suggest five shrew species exist on Prince Edward Island (PEI),
including Sorex cinereus, Blarina brevicauda. Sorexfumeus, Sorex hoyi, and Sorex

palustris; however, the data dictating the conservation status of these species is largely
outdated. A newly recognized species, Sorex maritimensis, has been recorded in the
neighbouring Atlantic provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and has potential to
also exist on the Island. Little is known concerning which habitat types shrews prefer to
inhabit on PEI. In order to determine which shrew species exist on PEI, and what habitat
characteristics shrews associate with, six habitats in Queen's County and King's County,
PEI were sampled in Fall, 2017. A total of thirty shrews were captured in pitfall traps. S.

cinereus was the most abundant species captured and was present at all but one site. B.
brevicauda was captured at all but two sites. S. hoyi, which is currently considered rare on
PEI, was captured at three different sites. S. fumeus. S. palustris, and S. marifimensis were
not captured during this study . Shrew captures were significantly correlated with biotic
characteristics such as total canopy cover, leaf litter abundance, and presence of
microhabitat features such as fallen logs. Weather conditions, such as precipitation and
temperature, and proximity to a body of water also influenced shrew capture rates. Our
findings support the current conservation status of S. cinereus and B. brevicauda as
common and widespread species, however urge a revision of the conservation status of S.

hoyi. We encourage the need for a longer, more comprehensive study to conclusively
determine the distribution and conservation status of all shrew species on PEI.
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Shrews (Family Soricidae) are small, insectivorous mammals known to occupy
various habitats across the world. Shrews have some of the highest metabolic rates of all
mammalian species (Pearson, 1947; Churchfield, 1980). To meet their extensive energy
requirements, shrews must forage for invertebrate prey every few hours, consuming
nearly twice their own body weight in a 24-hour period, or face starvation (Churchfield,
1980; Hanski, 1984; Whitaker & French, 1984). Soricidae, and their voracious diet, serve
an essential ecological role. Shrews demonstrate a numerical response when invertebrate
populations increase and have been referred to as a keystone predator due to their ability
to reduce dominant invertebrate species. Masked shrews (Sorex cinereus) have been used
as biological control for rampant larch sawfly populations on Newfoundland, Canada and
successfully reduced invasive sawfly populations by 50% (Churchfield, 1990).
Prince Edward Island (PEI) is situated in the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Canada), and
covers an area of approximately 5660 km2 (Weighs, 1995). The native landscape was
predominately covered by Acadian forest, which was characterized by a combination of
hardwoods, such as American beech (Fagus grand[folia), sugar maple (Acer saccharum),
and yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), and softwoods, such as balsam fir (Abies
ba/samea), red spruce (Picea rubens), and Eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) (Farrar,
1995). Colonizers in the eighteenth century converted much of the forested habitat for
farming purposes, and used the harvested timber for shipbuilding (Sharpe, 1976). Today,
agricultural fields largely fragment the Island 's natural landscape, with commercial
farming representing 38% of land use and natural forests making up 36% (Prince Edward
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Island Agriculture and Forestry, 2010). Few pockets of mature Acadian forest remain on
PEI with less than l % of residual virgin forest. Early successional spruce forests are
regenerating in abandoned fields (Bateman & Prescott, 1984).
Loss of suitable habitat and increased habitat fragmentation can severely impact
small mammals by hindering dispersal and altering behaviour (Silva, 200 l ). Various
small mammal studies on PEI, many of which have been focused in the PEI National
Park, maintain up-to-date records concerning the majority of the mammalian species
thought to occur on PEI (Silva et al., 2000; Hartling & Silva, 2004). However, current
knowledge regarding the diversity and distribution of shrew populations on PEI Jacks
critical information and is largely outdated. Besides the study published by Hartling and
Silva (2004), which caught 344 shrews as non-target by-catch during an amphibian
research survey, no comprehensive shrew studies have been conducted on PEI.
Additionally, little information is known concerning the specific habitats shrews use on
PEI. The objectives of this study are to (I) determine which shrew species are present in
Queens County and Kings County, PEI and (2) associate shrew capture data with
preferred habitat characteristics at both a macrohabitat and microhabitat level. The results
of this study will create a baseline inventory of shrew species in eastern PEI, and the
specific habitats that shrews choose to associate with. Environmental groups can later
target these habitat types for conservation efforts.

1.1 .1 . Shrew Habitat
Moisture retention and food availability are the two primary limiting factors
affecting the survival of shrews in a particular habitat type (Getz, 1961; Laerm et al. ,
2007). Certain forest-floor structures, such as coarse woody debris and cover, play an
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important role by providing protection from predators, stabilizing microclimate
conditions, and promoting the presence of invertebrate prey.
Coarse woody debris (CWD) serves as an important microhabitat feature for
shrew species because the decaying wood retains environmental moisture, offering secure
microclimate conditions (McCay & Komoroski , 2004). This is particularly important in
habitats that contain drier sandy soils, such as those found on PEI (Whiteside, 1950).
Shrews burrow into the soft substrate of decomposing logs to create nesting sites, as well
as to access invertebrate prey residing inside (Hartling & Silva, 2004). The presence of
exceptionally decomposed CWD has been an important factor in the successful capture of

S. .fumeus in the southern Appalachian Mountains (McCay et al., 1998; Brannon, 2000).
Fine woody debris also proves to be effective in sustaining invertebrate density and can
be a beneficial microhabitat feature for shrews (Kruys & Jonsson, 1999).
Cover, in the form of leaf litter, moss, or vegetative understory, is a critical
element in maintaining humidity and soil moisture (Getz, 1961; McCracken et al., 1985).
A layer of leaf litter or moss that covers the ground will increase soil moisture and create
favourable conditions for common invertebrate prey, such as earthworms. The increased
soil moisture also allows for more plants to grow. An established understory layer can
effectively trap humidity produced by plant respiration and block sunlight, thus
stabilizing microclimate temperatures and environmental moisture. Developed cover is
particularly important for B. brevicauda, as this species is unable to regulate perspiration
and heavily relies on saturated air to reduce water loss (Getz, 1961 ). Smaller species of
shrews that are unable to burrow into decaying logs will create their nests in leaf litter and
construct tunnels under the protective layer to travel through (Brannon, 2000).
Furthermore, studies conducted across eastern North America note that shrews prefer a
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closed overhead canopy, which provides protection from predators and assists in moisture
retention (Getz, 1961; Hartling & Silva, 2004).

1.1.2. Shrew species known to occur on Prince Edward Island
Genetic analysis suggests that shrews have multiple origins on PEI. Thomas
( 1982) concluded that PEI fauna is most closely related to the neighbouring province of
New Brunswick (NB), which can be attributed to the connectivity via a land bridge
between the two provinces shortly after the retreat of the Wisconsin glaciers. A second
migration movement from Nova Scotia (NS) may also have occurred during times of low
sea levels (Stewart & Baker, 1992).
Current records show that five species of shrew inhabit PEI: the masked shrew

(Sorex cinereus Kerr), the pygmy shrew (Sorex hoyi Baird), the smoky shrew (Sorex
fumeus Miller), the water shrew (Sorex palustris Richardson), and the northern shorttailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda Say). The first observations of the masked shrew on PEI
were recorded by Sutherland in 1861 and Bain in 1890 under the name "shrew mouse"
and "shrew mole" (Stewart & Baker, 1991 ; Sobey, 2007). Many studies discussing small
mammals of PEI support that the masked shrew is likely the most abundant and
widespread shrew species on the Island (Hartling & Silva, 2004)
The northern short-tailed shrew is also common across PEI and can be found in
many natural habitats of PEI, including PEI National Park (Hartling & Silva, 2004).
Multch collected the first record of a northern short-tailed shrew from Queen's County in
1920 (Curley, unpublished).
Few records exist for the pygmy shrew on PEI. The first specimens collected were
two individuals near Alberton, and one near Georgetown (Diersing, 1980). A study
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conducted from 1979 to 1980 in the PEI National Park only found two pygmy shrews
surviving amongst colonizing bayberry (Myrica pensylvanica) bushes near Hope River.
Silva and Hartling (2004) could not find any pygmy shrews in the same area, concluding
the species may be threatened with, or already was extirpated.
The water shrew was identified on PEI relatively recently, in 1969 in King's
County (Thomas et al., 1980). Other specimens have been collected throughout Queen
and Prince, suggesting a wide distribution of the species. The wide gap that exists in
recordings had stirred the question if the species still persisted on PEI (Hartling and Silva,
2004). However, a water shrew was observed in West Point by MacMillan and Vasseur in
2016, confirming that the species is still present (Allen et al., 2016).
Despite numerous suggestions that the smoky shrew exists on PEI, no museum
archive has ever been submitted and accepted for the species. According to Van Zyll De
Jong, the original specimens examined by Cameron (l 9S8) were masked shrews. A total
of twenty-three smoky shrew captures have been reported since, with a recent capture
from Will 's Pond in the PEI National Park (Silva and Hartling, 2004), with an additional
three more near West Point, PEI. None have been submitted to a museum collection.
Today, the Atlantic Canada Conservation Data Centre (ACCDC) reviews historic
and current observation data to maintain a subnational conservation rank (s-rank) for each
species found in each province in Atlantic Canada. An SS species, such as the masked
shrew, is said to be secure, meaning that is it common or widespread in the province. The
ACCDC recognizes the northern short-tailed shrew as an SS species as well. The ACCDC
ranks both the pygmy shrew and water shrew as SI? or critically imperiled due to
extreme rarity and intense threat of extirpation from the province. The question mark
suggests an uncertain numeric rank, likely due to few records existing for either species.
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Due to the lack of concrete evidence of existence on PEI, the current conservation status
of the smoky shrew is SNA (not applicable), therefore not a suitable target for
conservation efforts (NatureServe, 2017).

1.1.3. Possible presence of the maritime shrew (Sorex maritimensis) on Prince Edward
Island
The family Soricidae is divided into two subfamilies, Soricinae and Crocidurinae.
Of the 110 species that make up the Soricinae subfamily, approximately 60 are in the
genus Sorex (Dannelid, 1991). Until recently, the subgenus Sorex consisted of only two
North American species: the Tundra shrew (Sorex tundrensis) and Arctic shrew (Sorex

arcticus) (Perry et al., 2004). Three subspecies were thought to fall within S. arcticus
including, Sorex arcticus arcticus Kerr, Sorex arcticus laricorum Jackson, and Sorex

arcticus maritimensis Smith. However, a phylogenetic analysis of base pairs concluded
that S. a. maritimensis should be recognized as a distinct species from its sister-group of

S. a. arcticus and S. a. laricorum. Molecular evidence estimates that the two species
diverged 2.4 million years ago (Stewart et al. , 2002).
The current known distribution of the maritime shrew is limited to southeastern
NB and NS, Canada. Further dispersal of the maritime shrew is likely restricted by habitat
structure, especially by intercepting rivers such the St. John's River, NB blocking
northern dispersal and the St. Croix River, NB restricting southern movement into Maine,
USA (Perry et al., 2004). Capture of the maritime shrew suggest the preferred habitat as
grass-sedge wetland areas, marshes, and young coniferous forests that retain significant
levels of moisture (Perry et. al, 2004; Henderson & Forbes, 2012). Though the maritime
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shrew has never been observed on the Island, PEI boasts habitat similar to that of NB and
NS and therefore, could support an abundant maritime shrew population.
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METHODS

2.1.0. Study Sites
2.1.1. Site selection
In this study, six sites were selected in eastern PEI based on the presence of
microhabitat characteristics, understory layer, canopy cover, and proximity to a body of
moving water (Figure I). Of the six selected study sites, three properties were located in
Queen's County, PEI and three were located in King's County, PEI (Table 1).
An old blueberry field that is recreationally harvested by the prope1ty owners
dominates the Morell River property. The property borders a reach of the Morell River.
The riparian zone is characteristic of an intermediate successional phase of an Acadian
forest and is dominated by white spruce (Picea glauca), poplar (Populus spp.), red maple

(Acer rubrum), white birch (Betula papyrtfera), and yellow birch. The percent canopy
cover of the forest sampled was 85%. While there was little to no understory layer
present, there were numerous large felled trees that remained throughout the interior of
the forest. The blueberry field on the property experienced infrequent human disturbances
during the time of study and the rest of the property was not visited by anyone but the
researcher.
The St. Theresa property is on the corner of a major highway and a residential
road, with the Confederation Trail running along the back property line. A homestead
with an outbuilding ~s located on the property. The St. Theresa property has a diverse set
of habitat types including an unmaintained tall grass field, a wetland, and a forest. The
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freshwater pond wetland was characterized by various species of grasses, sedges and
rushes, with cattails (Typha spp.) and winterberry holly (flex verticillata) throughout. The
edge of the wetland was dominated by white birch, pin cherry (Prunus pensylvanica),
alders (A/nus spp.), and bayberry. The pond had recently been dammed by the property
owner and was dried up during the sampling period, but the ground remained relatively
waterlogged. Red maple, white birch, and alders dominated the forested area where traps
were set. A walking path had been cut through the forested area, but had not been
maintained for a couple of years and featured fallen trees and overgrown sections. The
percent canopy cover for the wetland and forested areas were 45% and 85% respectively.
Enough light was able to penetrate through the forest canopy, supporting the growth of a
shade-intolerant understory layer. While the grassland, wetland, and forested areas
sampled did not experience frequent direct human disturbances, the surrounding roads
and cycling path are regularly used.
The Winter River property is transected by the Winter River Hiking Trail and
partially transected by a small tributary stream. The surrounding forest is almost entirely
composed of coniferous tree species with a 75% canopy cover. There is no understory
layer and the ground was densely covered in conifer needles. A few trees have naturally
fallen over and are covered in sphagnum. Stumps of selectively cut trees are also covered
in sphagnum, however the felled trees have been removed.
The Blooming Point property is a densely forested habitat characterized by white
spruce, balsam fir and poplar. A man-made channel borders one edge of the property, and
a large portion of the area sampled had a waterlogged soil. Certain areas of the forest had
open pools of standing water at the base of trees. The overall percent canopy cover was
75%. The understory layer was only developed in small patches, predominately by shrubs
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such as winter holly, or by fern species. A few trees had naturally fallen over throughout
the sampled area. A dirt road borders the far side of the property, however there is
minimal human disturbance to the forest area where traps were set.
St. Peter's Harbour is a developed cottage community along the north shore of
PEI. The sand dune habitat sampled is on the landward side of a successional dune
system, including the backside of a primary dune and freshwater wetland. The wetland
area is colonized almost entirely by sedges, rushes, and grasses, with bayberry and roses

(Rosa spp.) along the waterlogged soil edges. A few eastern larch (Larix laricina) and
alder trees populated the backend of the system. Leaf litter varied from moderate to
abundant. The pond was dried up at the time of sampling, although lowland soils were
still saturated. A dirt road that is used daily bisects the sampling area. Additionally, an
access path through the primary dune to the beach transected the upper boundary of the
sampling area.
The Arbor site is an interesting habitat to sample since it is used as a commercial
tree nursery. Tree plantations were organized by species three or four rows wide and
approximately 100 m long, with sections of lawn separating each plantation. Mixed
species hedgerows were also sampled. Percent canopy cover immediately above most
individual traps was high, however overall canopy cover is 0%. Similarly, leaf litter was
moderate or abundant immediately around most traps. There was no understory layer. All
fallen branches and trees had been removed and piled together on another section of the
property, thus there were no microhabitat features within the plantations. The property is
located on a peninsula extending into an estuary leading into the Hillsborough Bay and is
influenced by salt water. A salt marsh on the property was dominated by bayberry along
the edges and various sedges, rushes, and grasses throughout. The property is intensely
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managed by the property owner and heavy machinery is frequently used. A paved road
also bisects the property.

D
->.

N

Figure 1. Map of Prince Edward Island showing six different study sites, separated by Queen's County (green) and
King's County (blue), sampled during this study.
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Table 1. Characteristics of six sites sampled during this study
Site
Arbor

Latitude Longitude
46.13522 -62.9113

Stand Composition
March grass; Hedgerows

Blooming Point

46.40972

-62.966

Red maple, White birch

Morell River

46.30519

-62.6842

Blueberry field; White spruce, poplar

St. Peter's Harbour

46.4391

-62.7606

Wetland; Sand dune

St. Theresa

46.28457

-62.7442

Grass field ; Red maple, White birch

Winter River

46.36005

-63.0633

White spruce, Balsam fir
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2.2.0. Data Collection
2.2.1. Field sampling
Sampling occurred from September 28, 2017 to November l, 2017. Thirty, 1 L,
pitfall traps were place at each site. Holes were drilled in the bottom of each trap to allow
water drainage. The traps were selectively placed near logs or in areas with abundant leaf
litter or understory coverage. Traps were dug in flush with or just below the ground
surface. The traps remained closed with a lid for a minimum of one week to allow shrews
to become familiar with the presence of the traps in their habitats. Each site was sampled
for seven consecutive trap nights and traps were checked twice (around 1OhOO and l 8h00)
daily. Once sampling was completed at a site, the traps were removed and the holes filled
back in with soil.

2.2.2. Animal processing
Dead individuals found in traps were immediately removed and placed in a plastic
bag with an appropriate label that detailed the site, date, trap number, and indicated
whether it was the morning or afternoon check. Dead animals were then transported to the
Department of Biology at the University of Prince Edward Island (UPEI) and stored in a
refrigerator for further identification.
Live non-target animals found in traps were visually assessed to determine if any
injury had occurred. If the animal appeared in to be in good health, it was identified to the
best of the observers' ability and then gently and quickly released.
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2.2.3 . Species identification
Specimens were identified to the species level by a series of physical
measurements and trait observations. A 150 mm Mastercraft Vanier digital caliper (error
± 0.03 mm) was used to examine and record external attributes such as total length (from
the tip of the last vertebrae of the tail to the end of the rostrum) in millimeters and tail
length (from the base of the tail to the tip of the last vertebrae of the tail) in millimeters.
Body mass in grams was also recorded. The body mass of notably larger shrews, such as
the northern short-tailed shrew, was measured using a 50 g Pesola LightLine scale (error
± 0.5 g error), while smaller specimens were weighed using a 10 g Pesola Micro Line
scale (error ± 0.1 g). Pelage colouration and pattern was visually assessed for each
individual. The observed morphological ranges during this study were compared to
ranges from neighbouring NB and NS populations of northern short-tailed shrews and
pygmy shrews as recorded by Dilworth (1984), while the observed morphological ranges
for masked shrew were compared to Van Zyll De Jong (1983) (Table 2).
Some species share nearly identical external characteristics, such as the masked
shrew and pygmy shrew, which have similar pelage patterns and body measurements
(Huggins & Kennedy, 1989). The only conclusive identifier is to observe dentition
patterns, and cranial measurements and characteristics (Laerm et al., 2007). The skulls
were skinned and cleaned in a borax solution containing 120 ml of borax and 10 L of
lightly boiling water for seven minutes. Each skull was set in a tea infuser to prevent loss
of any loose teeth (Sullivan & Romney, 1999). All remaining soft tissues were manually
removed. Skulls were viewed under an Olympus CO 11 stereo dissecting microscope and
cranial measurements were recorded using a 150 mm Mastercraft Vanier digital caliper
(error ± 0.03 mm). The key described by Fauteaux et al. (2014), with support from the
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keys by Nagorsen (2002), Junge and Hoffman (1981) and Van Zyll De Jong (1983), was
primarily used to identify species using cranial and dental observations. Finally,
specimens were sent to Dr. Graham Forbes (University of New Brunswick) to confirm
species' identification.

2.2.4. Microhabitat characteristics assessment
Microhabitat variables within a 3 m radius around each trap station were visually
observed. Composition and total amount of cover of herbaceous and shrub-deciduous
understory layer were visually estimated. Abundance of leaf litter was categorically
recorded as none, moderate (patches with exposed ground layer or single layer of leaves),
and abundant (no exposed ground layer). Forest-floor features such as the type of ground
cover (i.e. exposed, grassy, or sphagnum) and the presence of CWD, FWD, rocks, or
other notable features were monitored. Assumptions were made concerning whether the
trap frequently experienced human disturbances, such as hiking at Winter River, or if it
was a remote section of a private property (i.e. back forest stand of Morell River
property). In the case of a privately owned property, the owners were also asked how
frequently the area is disturbed by human activities.

2.2.4. Macrohabitat characteristics assessment
ArcMap Geographic Information System was used to describe macrohabitat
characteristics of each site and the individual polygons that traps were placed in. The
2010 Corporate Land Use Inventory database layer of the PEI provincial government was
used to describe the top three most abundant canopy cover types (error 80% correct, 90%
of the time) as well as the percent crown cover enclosed by trees in 5% intervals (error+/-
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l 0%, 90% of the time) for each polygon where traps that successfully caught a shrew
were located. The distance from each trap to the nearest body of water was manually
measured (in meters) using the ArcGIS geoprocessing "near" tool. This included fresh
water ponds, streams, and rives, as well as brackish and salt water bodies.

2.2.5. Weather data
Historic weather conditions including the daily temperatures and precipitation
events were retrieved from the Environment Canada Charlottetown A climate station,
located at (46° l 7'21.000"N 63°07'09.000"W).

2.3.0. Data Analysis
Minitab (2017) was used to conduct all statistical analyses. Total captures of
shrews across all sites were combined because the sample size of capture data separated
by each site or per species was too small to analyze using statistical tests. The
relationships between total catches and weather conditions, such as temperature and
precipitation, were examined using Pearson rank correlations. Weather conditions for the
day prior to capture (Day -1), and two days prior to capture (Day -2) were tested to
determine if the previous days weather may effect shrew activity. A simple regression
was used to predict the relationship between total captures in relation to the traps distance
from a body of water. Chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests were used to further explore
shrew habitat preferences, such as stand structure, leaf litter abundance, presence of
microhabitat features, and understory structure. Bonferroni adjustments were used to
reduce the chances of a false-positive result when conducting numerous tests on the same
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dependent variable (i.e. total percent canopy cover, understory type and fullness on total
capture).
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RESULTS
3. 1.0. Morphological characteristics of captured shrews
All shrews were collected during the morning check. In 1,260 trap nights a total of
thirty shrews consisting of three different species were captured. Out of the thirty shrews
captured, twenty individuals were masked shrews, six were northern short-tailed shrews,
and four were pygmy shrews. The observed morphological ranges of total length, tail
length, and body mass of each species fell within previously recorded ranges in
neighbouring provinces, or had a degree of overlap (Table 2).
Total capture of shrews was greatest at Winter River and the lowest was at
Blooming Point (Table 3). The masked shrew was the most abundant species and was
captured at all sites except for Blooming Point. The northern short-tailed shrew was
captured at all sites except for Winter River and Blooming Point. The pygmy shrew was
the least abundant species and only captured at St. Theresa, Winter River, and Blooming
Point. No smoky shrew, water shrew, or maritime shrew specimens were captured in this
study.

3.1.1. Weather analysis
Total capture of shrews was significantly correlated to the occurrence of a rain
event the day prior to capture (r = 0.653; n = 23; p = 0.008) as well as when a rain event
occurred two days prior to capture (r =0.653; n = 21; p = 0.04) (Figure 2). Total capture of
shews was also significantly correlated to the mean daily temperature the day prior to
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capture (r = 0.520; n = 30; p = 0.034), as well as the mean daily temperature two days
prior to capture (r = 0.5 I 9; n = 30; p = 0.035) (Figure 3).

3. I .2. Macrohabitat analysis
About 80% of shrews were captured within the first 80 m from the high water
mark of a moving body of water while none were captured past 160 m (Figure 4). A
simple linear regression was calculated to predict total captures based on the traps
distance from a body of water. A significant regression equation was found (F(l ,8) =
7.39, p = 0.026), and a R2 of0.48. Predicted capture is equal to 8.0 - 0.045, when
distance is measured in meters. Total captures decreased by approximately 4 shrews per
I 00 meters away from a body of water. While there was no difference in total capture
with varying stand compositions (X2 = 2.67; d.f. = 3; p = 0.519), there was a significant
difference in total capture with respect to canopy densities (X2

= 21 ; d.f. = 4; p < 0.0001)

(Figure 5).

3.1.3. Microhabitat analysis
Total capture differed with the amount of leaflitter (X2 = 9.6; d.f.
with 80% of shrews caught in moderate (n = 18) or abundant (n

= 2; p = 0.002),

= 6) leaf litter (Figure 5).

Similarly, the presence of additional microhabitat structures, such as fallen trees,
branches, or rocks, was associated with increased shrew captures (X2 = 4.8; d.f. = 1; p =
0.028) (Figure 6). The presence of a vegetative understory layer had no effect on captures
(p = 0.083), with a near equal amount of shrews being caught in areas with a developed
understory (n = I 1) as those caught in areas without an understory layer (n = 19). The
density of the understory layer also had no significant effect on capture.
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Table 2. Observed morphological ranges of captured shrews during this study compared
to the reported morphological ranges of the same species in previous Canadian
studies.
Species
Total Length (mm) Tail Length (mm)
Body Mass (g)
This Study
Blarnia brevicauda
81-103
10-31
150-210
Sorex cinereus
70-91
28-49
18-49
Sorex hoyi
61-80
19-33
19-34
Previous Studies
Blarnia brevicauda
106-138
21-36
120-270
Sorex cinereus2
70-125
28-50
22-54
1
Sorex hoyi
77-88
24-35
23-73
Note: Species informatio n is presented by Dilworth (1984). - Species information is presented by
Van zyll de Jong ( 1983).
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Table 3. Shrew species abundance at each site sampled during this study.
Property
Arbor
Blooming Point
St. Peter's Harbour
Morell River
St. Theresa
Winter River

Blarnia brevicauda
1

Sorex cinereus
5

Sorex hoyi

0

0
2
3
4
6

1

2
2

0

0
0
0
I
2
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Figure 2. Effect of mean daily precipitation, in millimeters, on total catches of shrews,
the day prior to capture (left), and two days prior to capture (right) observed
during this study. Individual outlier captures are represented by an asterik.
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Figure 3. Effect of mean daily temperature, in degrees Celsius, on total catches of
shrews, the day prior to capture (left) and two days prior to shrew capture (right)
observed during this study.
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Figure 4. Distance, in meters, of traps that successfully captured a shrew from the closest
body of water observed during this study.
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abundant (no exposed ground layer), on total catches of shrews during this study.
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limbs or rocks, on total catches of shrews during this study.
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DISCUSSION

Three of the five shrew species (masked shrew, northern short-tailed shrew, and
pygmy shrew) known to occur on PEI were captured during this study. These results are
comparable to prior studies that suggest the masked shrew and northern short-tailed shrew
are common and widespread species on PEI (Hartling & Silva, 2004). Four pygmy
shrews were collected during this study, which is the most recent recording of the species
since a PEI National Park survey conducted from 1978-1980 (Prescott & Ouellette,
1980). This finding may indicate that the conservation status of the pygmy shrew should
be updated from extremely rare to rare.
The extremely rare water shrew was not observed during this study, which further
supports its current conservation status (Bateman & Prescott, 1984; Silva et. al , 2000;
Hartling & Silva, 2004). The smoky shrew was not encountered during this study. Smoky
shrews are known to inhabit deciduous or mixed wood forests, particularly those that are
close to a wetland area (Owen, 1984; Hartling and Silva, 2004). Similar habitats are
found on PEI and were surveyed during the current study, such as the Morell River and
Blooming Point properties. With minimal data available regarding presence/absence of
smoky shrew on PEI, it is recommended that the smoky shrew be targeted in future
studies. The maritime shrew was also not found on PEI during this study. Though PEI has
similar habitats to those in which the maritime shrew has previously been recorded in
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neighbouring provinces, it has never been captured on the Island. This may potentially be
because the species did not migrate to PEI after the retreat of the Wisconsin glaciers, and
has since been constricted to its currently known distribution by environmental barriers
such as rivers.
It is interesting to note that the masked shrew and pygmy shrew coexisted in the

same habitat, seemingly without a smoky shrew, which contradicts Kirkland' s ( 1991)
explanation of shrew community composition and coexistence. Kirkland suggests that
shrew species are categorized in three size classes: small (<5 g), medium (5-10 g), and
large (> 10 g). Each size category has two species: a generalist and a specialist.
Multispecies communities will follow the theory of non-random assemblage, in which the
generalist species will fill each size category before a specialist species enters the
community. It makes sense that the northern-short tailed shrew, a " large" generalist
species, was found more frequently than the water shrew, a "large" specialist species. The
only "medium" species to exist on PEI is the smoky shrew, which was not found during
this study. Both the pygmy and masked shrew are considered "small" species and were
found to inhabit the same area. A possible explanation for this syntopic relationship is
that each species is able to exploit resources in their environment in a different fashion
(Kirkland, 199 1; Pianka, 1983).
For example, the main source of food for both the masked shrew and pygmy
shrew is insect larva. However, it may be consumed in different proportions for each
species (59% and 68%, respectively) (Whitaker and French, 1984). Masked shrews are
also a slightly more generalist species, as they will often consume spiders, gastropods and
earthworms, if other preferred food resources aren' t available (Whitaker and French,
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1984; McCay and Storm, 1997). Partitioning of food resources can effectively reduce
interspecific competition and allows two species of the same size class to coexist.
Another factor that may influence the total captures observed during this study is
the short-term nature of the sampling period that was limited to just over a month during
the autumn. A longer study, spanning at least a year, would be desirable to acquire a more
comprehensive understanding of shrew species and distributions.
The increased captures of shrews per day after a rainfall event during this study
support other studies that suggest weather conditions influence shrew activity (Doucet
and Bider, 1974; Pankakoski, 1979; Vickery & Bider, 1978). The increased epigeal
movement is likely directly related to shrews' high metabolic demand and water
requirements (Brannon, 2002). Environmental moisture is a key-limiting factor for shrew
survival because they are unable to effectively regulate water loss, especially in hot
habitats with low humidity (Chew, 1951; Getz, 1961). During a rainfall event, shrews are
no longer limited by environmental moisture and are able to freely forage at the surface
without fear of extreme dehydration (Brannon, 2002). An increase in prey availability
following a rainfall event may also promote shrew activity (Brannon, 2002; McCay and
Storm, 1997; Doucet and Bider, 1974). Conversely, hotter temperatures one and two days
prior to capture reduced epigeal shrew activity. During times of drought, shrews are more
likely to use subterranean tunnels and moist microhabitat features to reduce risk of water
loss (Teferi & Herman, 1995).
Our results suggest that shrews prefer habitats with some amount of leaf litter.
This is likely because leaf litter plays an important role in maintaining environmental
moisture. Leaf litter is able to absorb and retain water from rainfall events. The wet leaves
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provide enough continuous environmental moisture to allow shrews to continue foraging
for invertebrate prey on the forest floor for hours after a rainfall event occurs (Doucet and
Bider, 1974). An increase is shrew activity rates will ultimately result in more shrew
captures. However, as the leaves dry and lose their moisture, shrews retreat to structural
microhabitat features such as decomposed logs and rocks, which can offer pockets of
moisture refuge (Brannon, 2002). The stabilized microclimate that these microhabitat
structures provide supports our results that suggest shrews prefer habitats with
microhabitat structures present.
The majority of shrews captured during this study were within close proximity to
a body of water. Riparian zones are generally characterized by a full canopy,
predominantly of deciduous herbs and trees, which subsequently produce abundant leaf
litter (MacCracken et al., 1985; Doyle, 1990). As previously discussed, presence of leaf
litter helps maintain optimal microclimate conditions for shrew species. Invertebrate
densities are higher closer to a waterway, which offer greater availability of food
resources to insectivores (Brannon, 2002). Mesic habitats, such as those found close to
water, yield more shrews than drier upland habitats (Cudmore & Whitaker, 1984; Doyle
1990; Laerm et al., 1999; Brannon, 2002). Our investigation also found that areas with
denser canopy cover tend to have higher number of shrews. This is likely related to the
higher captures observed in riparian zones.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Many studies have been conducted on PEI that focused on small mammal
communities, however few study designs aimed to understand shrew species and
distributions on the Island. This study was designed to create a baseline inventory of
shrew species present on PEI and provide updated information concerning preferred
habitat types. Overall, our findings support the conservation status of the masked shrew
and northern short-tailed shrew as common species on PEI. The capture of four pygmy
shrews during this study offer sufficient data to adjust the species conservation status
from extremely rare to rare. The maritime shrew was not discovered on PEI during this
study. The failure to capture the smoky shrew and particularly the water shrew is of
concern. Few studies have been successful in capture either of these species, suggesting
that they are threatened with extirpation. A long-term study is highly recommended to
accurately determine the conservation status of the smoky shrew and water shrew on PEI.
Future studies should include various trapping methods and techniques, such as placing
traps directly in water, to increase the chances of capturing water shrews. In the interim,
conservation groups should target mesic riparian habitats to protect surviving shrew
species.
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APPENDIX I: SHREW COLLECTION DATA

Julian Date

Property

Trap#

Latitude

Longitude

Species

273

Morel I River

15

46.30546

-62.6839

NST

273

Morell River

16

46.30519

-62.6842

Masked

273

Morell River

16

46.30519

-62.6842

Masked

273

Morell River

30

46.3062

-62.6843

Masked

273

St. Theresa

46.28457

-62.7442

NST

273

St. Theresa

2

46.28447

-62.7441

Masked

273

St. Theresa

15

46.28367

-62.7453

Pygmy

273

St. Theresa

30

46.28494

-62.745

Masked

274

Morell River

4

46.30554

-62.6847

NST

274

St. Theresa

14

46.28372

-62.7452

Masked

274

St. Theresa

Road

46.2826

-62.7439

NST

277

St. Theresa

2

46.28447

-62.7441

Masked

284

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

284

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

284

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

284

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

285

Blooming
Point

11

46.40972

-62.966

Pygmy

286

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Pygmy

287

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

288

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Masked

288

Winter River

29

46.36005

-63.0633

Pygmy

298

St. Peter's
Harbour

6

46.43928

-62.7622

NST

298

St. Peter's
Harbour

11

46.43997

-62.7619

Masked

(Continued on next page)

39

298

St. Peter's
Harbour

20

46.4391

-62.7606

Masked

299

Arbor

3

46.13627

-62.9113

NST

300

Arbor

8

46.13694

-62.9114

Masked

300

Arbor

21

46.13522

-62.9113

Masked

300

Arbor

21

46.13522

-62.9 113

Masked

300

Arbor

21

46.13522

-62.9113

Masked

300

Arbor

22

46.13473

-62.9106

Masked
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APPENDIX II: STUDY SITE MAPS
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APPENDIX Ill : IND IVID UAL HABITAT ASS ESSMENTS FOR EACH TRAP

I /?f';:,. t?

Site:

Canopy cover: Full /

Trap#:
l~~s

-B

/ none

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / ~
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches /-.,!'on«:.)
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed
Leaf Litter: Abundant /

1G;I sphagnum

moderate,~
..._.,,

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate

!(f!i:J)! stagnant

Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes: ff~ rQVv "4-Jri- -11> ~..f

Site:

P 1lt.J

A(Zt'_y.)(L

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full ~/ none

--

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coni ferous~
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full/ patches /~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed

e

sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/~
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
C~
Flow: Fast/ moderate/~/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
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;l11Jt1uw
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Habitat Asses sment
Site:

Arfu.r'

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full I patches e

z(,

n.v

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches I none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed /~ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ ~
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate I

~.brt1

tvnf/"1 f

pilRS

e1 stagnant

Human disturbances: @/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

site:

Ar b:>r-

Trap#:

eanopy cover: Full ~s / none
Canopy type: ~/coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches/~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / ~ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate
Human

£.-:--i
/a

stagnant

disturbance/~ No/ Unknown

"cJ- ?k;of . ~-,

Notes: .fumJurcllJ
fl{;d
f1d/Ylpcsf

-!'

phf

t

--r7
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Site: nr.
/\_,_h,._,

Trap#:

30

-:----..
Canopy cover: Full (?~/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous ;e_~
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches/~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter~~oderate /none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees/ rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human dlsturbancee
Notes:

Site:

No/ Unknown

~~,, ~ 1;:1no/

Y"<kl-

o-I' ~'°~

,L\(J::;u..--

Caoopy cover: Full ; @ ; none
Canopy type: Deciduous I coniferous I

Trap#:

e

Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patches/@>
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed /grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter:~ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate @ ; ; stagnant
Human disturbances:@; No/ Unknown
Notes:

,2lf

49

Cur

Site: il\f

Trap#:

22-

Canopy cover: Full / <Etches Ynone
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous /~i~
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patches ~lie
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed/ grasses/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter:

e ·

moderate I none

Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate 1€ii;1 stagnant
Human disturbances:~ No/ Unknown
Notes:

Site: A-f~

Trap#: "),,

Canopy cove@ / patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous ~/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full I patches
Type:

9

Ground Cover: Exposed/ grasses/ sphagnum
Leaf LitteritJ\'bundant moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate /~stagnant
Human disturbances:~/ No/ Unknown
Notes: ;lc~rov

7.-

50

Site: /' v~

Trap #:

2-J

Canopy cover: Full/ patches ~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full /€~~
Type:
I(._ gra~es
_ _ _)Jsphagnum
Ground Cover: Exposed1

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate / none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water :
Flow: Fast/ moderate /~stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes: Nt,'l(i

-J,

::'Alf m?t I')),

C? J,iJA M /jk:nn liYVL
Habit&tA~uuumt

Site:

{Wb)V

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full

/B /

none

Canopy type~idu~/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full I patches
Type:

e

Ground Cover: Exposed
LeafLitter: Abundant /
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate

1e

stagnant

Human disturbance~/ No/ Unknown
Notes: fitfd _.

rovv- Lvi//gvus

I

51

Site:

·I

b- -

Trap#:

2..

Canopy cover: Full / patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches/ none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate /none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Site:

Afbv

Trap#: ~

Canopy cover: Full

~/none

Canopy type~/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches
Type:

19

Ground Cover: Exposed ~ sphagnum

LeafLitter:Abundant ~/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks /other:

I

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast moderate
Human

1e

stagnant

disturbances~ No/ Unknown

Notes: ~rt>v.J

Y\l;d-- -fa J</ff'V)tf,,-S~

52

Site:

A.vhv

Trap#:

<(

c54rnt

Canopy cover: Full / patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous I coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches / none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none

Presence of features: Fallen trees I rocks /other: cl:;:y4)?~
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow/ stagnan t
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

Trap#: (p

Canopy cover: Full / patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches/ none
Type:

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant I moderate/ none
Presence of feature~s / rocks I other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Humah disturbances: Yes I No/ Unknown
Notes:

IV~ xi .-fv -!J,,~f ~ (?) & le(

a.!

r
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Site:

AfJ::ot'

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full /patches

3

19

Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery:
Type:
Ground Cover.

Full/~ none

Exposed ~ / sphagnum

LeafLitter: Abundant/ moderate/~
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances@ / No/ Unknown

Notes: Lfl'J./}?::1/J'JAI~ Cl""a;r

Cr;-/v..K<n

Site: ~

type~)f::niferous /mixed

Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full /patches/~
Type:
'.:.:J
Ground Cover: Exposed

/B i

sphagnum

LeafLitter: Abundant /~/none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbance' @ No/ Unknown
Notes:

I rd<A!S

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full {pat~/ none
Canopy

-r;;.u

/

8

54

site:

Aw

7

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full/ patches

18

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / patches /~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed I

e

sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ ~/stagnant
Human disturbance~/ No/ Unknown
Notes: {j/}c;&r-

Site:

-,G,-.e-~ h;t"C"h

Albor

IY)

,L;~ le/

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full I patches ~
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full / patches ~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed!€ ! ! / sphagnum
LeafLitter: Abundant ;<@)der~/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown

Notes:

l//) /rr;) tJ?lci1nttd'

/1).A.J

b.e/w~n rj;tbj-

j

55

Site:

A-<h::w'

Canopy cover: Full

Trap#:

13

/~none

Canopy type~ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full Jd5iitdi
~ none
Type:
~~.J

(/t?U'2J

Ground Cover: Exposed/~ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ ~ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances:

2 "'

Notes:

0

fD.-.J

Ci) No/ Unknown

I/"/

~ h~ lo(

Site: A.l,by-

Trap#:

~/ none
Canopy type: ~ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ ~/ Q

Canopy cover: Full /

~

Type:

Ground Cover: Expose~ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ ~ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow /stagnant
Human
Notes:

disturbances~ No/ Unknown

GltrtfJr

fD1-.J

~ h<'fA ~JI~

Ctf'1,f.

/'I

56

Trap#:

Site: "f\i'W
Canopy cover:
Canopy type:

I?,.

Full/~ none

~duojii)/ coniferous/ mixed

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches ~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed /~/ sphagnum
LeafLitter: Abundant/~ / none
Presence offcatures: Fallen trees /rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances~o / Unknown
Notes:

C3X.kno"

t7Jv.J

,,£ ~Off) -..f>eld _";! )'e:;u':J

~''-'?roa-(

Site: Ar~

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full ~/ none
Canopy

type:~:;;;,/ coniferous / mixed

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches/~e--Type:
C/
Ground Cover: Exposed

-8

sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ ~ / none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Q No/ Unknown
Notes: /0-Kr-icr

~/Z>vv

f\..'2P',,-

.enJ

//

57

Site:

Aftvf

Trap#: /

v

Canopy cover: Full /patches~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches~
Type:
Ground Cover:

Exposed~s;/A.phagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances~ No/ Unknown
Notes:

t;/?/Yl,ai~ /z?1;u/ 171 IAJ ~t:..~;-; 7";'C" /~

Site: A/~
Canopy cover8
Canopy type:

Trap#:
patches/ none

Deciduous/~ / mixed /tfma ~c.J:..

Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full /patches ~
Type:
CJ
Ground Cover: Exposed /grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: ~~/ moderate / none

~

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees /rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes: Jl'Jf~rl;,-

yt:Jc-v

'1..1

~~

/j

58

Site:

A1-hW'

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full /patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed

'"

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / patches/ none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No / Unknown
Notes:

Site:

1'\r'o o ('

Canopy cover: Full / patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full I patches/ none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown

Trap#:

/7

59

site:

Alw

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full /patches/ none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Lear Litter: Abundant / moderate/ none
Presence orfeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown

Notes: ~

0

.,C ~"V
Habitat Asse~meot

Site:

Nb&.r-

Canopy cover: Full

e

Trap#:
none

Canopy type~s / coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches /
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed I

e

€>

sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate . @
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

2 nJWS ().,C

f

ih<;

/Cj

60

Habitat Assessm~nt
site:

AvcxY"

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches I

2J>

6

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full I patches
Type:

e

Ground Cover: Exposed ~phagnum
Leaf Utter: Abundant~e
Presence of features: Fallen trees /rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
.?'\
Flow: Fast/ moderate ~/ stagnant
Human disturbance~ No / Unknown
Notes:,.4w

>f~ U!/J/r.. rt?W b_dve-eri 7)'"'~
{/

~ ..sa,

/I

!'ha r~J.i

Site: ~-

Canopy cover: Full /patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patches/ none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

Trap#:

61

Habitat Assessment

Pt-\

Site:

Trap#:

-,

Canopy cover: Full / patches I none
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous / mixed
Underl>rusb /Shrubbery{ Full/ patches/ none
Type: ~,,_ ,,,
tb

y

Ground Cover. Exposed ( gras~/ sphagnum

....

Leaf Litter: Abundant /-fuoderate /none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
~

Human disturbancesrYes } No/ Unknown
Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Site:

S l> r-(

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full I patches I

.............

on ~

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush j Shrubbery: Full/ patches / n on.9
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed ~ sphagnum

LeafLitte~ moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances@
Notes:

/ No/ Unknown

L"1J~ of lla.lft-'7 ~ ~ sl-~"1 d~

rJ ~JJ<J

?. 0

62

Habitat Assessment
Trap#:

@

Canopy cover: Full / patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous I mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patche$ /none
Type: ~I

re

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses)' sphagnum
Leaf Litter. Abundant/ moderatJ I none
Presence of features: Fallen trees I rocks I other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate I slow/ stagnant

~an~

c/r/<d /:?~TJd

Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:
Habltat~sesSDl~Dt

Site:

Trap#: ~O

-p I-'

Canopy cover: Full / patches /~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous /mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / r{atches /none
Type:
be_,.,(}'

'&tJ

Ground Cover: Exposed

G..-W<

t8

/sphagnum

LeafLltte~/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances:::fi~ I No/ Unknown
Notes:

63

Habitat Assessment
Site:

P

Trap#:

J

Canopy cover: Full / patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous /mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches/ none
Type:
(_ll- I- )l

t

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses/ sphagnum'
Leaf Litter: Abundant /~~eray- / none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
'

Human disturbances: Yes/ ~ / Unknown
Notes:

.

~

~ o/ h~~17 ~ 41/ ~~{7 ~ f/
Habitat Assessment

Site: 's; 'f>f-1

Trap#: )

'1

Canopy cover: Full/ patches /~o!3
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / patcl;'es / none
Type: ;51;7'~'01:_ '-!.
::;.--

Ground Cover: Exposed/~~ sphagnum
Leaf Utter: Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to wat.er:
Plow: Fast/ moderate/ slow I stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/

Notes:

d/Unknown

~

£,~-t' o/- fitA'(f / ~// b'tjber-(!/ f f~

:

64

Habitat Assessment
Site:

'Dl.-1

Trap#:

canopy cover: Full / patches /none
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full/ Patche~ /none
__,.,,,
Type: - ~
1r'!::i

(,

v

-

Ground Cover: Exposed /grasses/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/

oder~ none

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances:~ No/ Unknown
Notes:

C~ ~-f ~°bR"'?f
Habitat Assessment
Trap#:

Site: S'PH
canopy cover: Full I patches I

e

Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush I SbrubberyQ:.~!l/ patches/ none
Type:
b£t'•d

&c;

Ground Cover: Exposed /

8 1

sphagnum

LeafLitter:~r§irt/ moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No/ Unlmown

12.

65

Habitat Assessment
Site:

J='~

Trap#:

IS

Canopy cover: Full/ patches/ (!_One
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full I patches I none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed <t__~se;/ sphagnum
Leaf Litte1iFbunda_!i?/moderate/ none ~dJras-.s<..I
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances:~es /No I Unknown
Notes: ();.rip(.,

lt/y

f'" , ,. . . "' /ow /°Cf~

/~

i.5'"'a.J'r.<...r

Habitat AssesSJ11ent

Site: ~

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full/ patches/ ~ne )
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches /~
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed/ ~phagnum

LeafLitter:~dailt'l/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow / stagnant

G; No/ Unknown
JI' fl r~,1 r(}'an.I

Human disturbances:
Notes:

-ci /!

b"f,. VV"(.J

18

66

Trap#:

./?

Canopy cover: Full/ patches I ~e
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full/ pe.!_ches I none
Type: lSc V\
Cf
Ground Cover: Exposed { gr~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant /

mo~/ none ~ d c.Jra.J'S.<S

Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes / @ Unknown
Notes:

5~// fYJt1tnrn&l/ p~f?ic-.>

n-0::tr1J

Habitat Assessment
Site:

't;y M

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches I

e

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: QI patches/ none
Type:

3tfhe7Y

Ground Cover~ / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Utter: Abundant/ ~ / none
P'"esence offeatures: Fallen trees/ rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes ;@'/ Unknown
Notes:

erilir~!J

o"t'rVUY\.Nd h'(j

~he'(Y

I/

67

Site: ~

W\-{

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches /~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / ~~c; / none

Type: ~v(j

Ground Cover: Exposed L~ / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant /(_rliCider"atiij none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/
Notes:

o / Unknown

c~..e of ~ber-

0 --=;. low ff-o..S.S ~ ~

Habitat Asses~IJl~nt
Trap#: \ C)

Site: ~:PH
Canopy cover: Full / patches / ~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous /mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery:.§!!y patches I none
Type: ~bL'(/
Ground Cover: Exposed/ ~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litte~/ moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes !@ ! Unknown
Notes:

ll~Y

hfJ-ber'(f, ri.JJ..f

f\.U_,r

P"rv:/

68

Site:

·?J

Trap#: I

,,..

Canopy cover: Full/ patches /(!!_one)
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / pa tches/ none
Type: <-">
~

J

.P

Ground Cover: Exposed / ~rass~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: A_bundant / moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/ No / Unknown
Notes:

'S..'2°'5 Hi!bitat Assessment

Site:

~H

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full I patches /

1@§>

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches /
Type:

9

Ground Cover: Exposed /~sphagnum
Leaf Utter:~t / moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow I stagnant
Human disturbances:~esJ; No/ Unknown

1rf.

c~./5

\Y

69

Habitat Assessmept
Trap#:

O

Trap#: 2

2...

Canopy cover: Full / patches / non;;
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush f Shrubbery: Fu]J patches/ none
Type: uo~

'CJ

Ground Cover: Exposed /~asses ft sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ ~ /none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: (_e /No/ Unknown
Notes:
Ha.bftat Assessment
Site:

S'?t--\

Canopy cover: Full/ patches

18

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed

1e

;Bt sphagnum

LeafLitter: !i}U'nd~ /moderate/ none

c:RAadtJra..~

Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human dlsturbances:@
Notes:

No / Unknown

-I-ti// 3ra.sk.S) nJhf

N.)t)

70

Habitat Assessment
Site:

~

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches f

non ~

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /-.Eatche5 /none
Type: ~o L

,,,_o

_,.-

Ground Cover: Exposed/~ / sphagnum
LeafLitter:Abundant /~ none

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow /~
Human disturbances:~ / No / Unknown

1-/V'V;~a/r.-.41
klo""
(7

Notes: fl""~ u /

rtJc:t.d'. Cf!an/ bt!nv<:<./ i

'v

Habitat Assessment
Site:

'S?t-\

Trap#:
/'

Canopy cover: Full / patches Je

e

Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full A€~~·~/ none
Type: '&fyben--;/
Ground Cover: Exposed/~ / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/~ / ~
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant

,

Human disturbances:~ / No/ Unknown
Notes:

beh,we?

8 f' tlSS

'mO< , ds"

2_

~

71

?r~

Site:

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches l_none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full / patches / none
Type: /!.
}:. , nf (. ru .LI:'..,,

rJ

./ '

Ground Cover: Exposed /~/sphagnum
Leaf Litte :Abundant/ moderate/ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes/, o '/ Unknown

_,/ --(j~(Y ~ J

Notes: L 'tf

4

s.J.-ti'

:?}-(

Site:

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches / ~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / J~ / none
Type: 3:z:Jbe~. Ho

l[Y

Ground Cover: Exposed / ~I sphagnum

.

___

..........

LeafL1tter: ~ unda_Et

/ moderate/ none

Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances:€§)/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

l/O)A!.

fl

;iJ~d

5

72

Habitat Assessment
Site:

1'.::)_J

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full I patches I e

nr-

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
r-

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: t!:!!./ patches / none
Type: ~L

"(j

?"

Ground Cover: Expose9 / grasses/ s phagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant /~ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow / €g~

..-..._

Human disturbances: Yes/ No / Unknown
Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Site: ~

Trap#: ~

Canopy cover: Full / patches ~
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches I.none
Type:
..._____
Ground Cover: Exposed@ ; / sphagnum
Leaf Litte~ /moderate/ none

~(} n:::,~

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Plow: Fast/ moderate/ slow ~.t
Human disturbances: Yes @
Notes:

tYJtddf.t of

/ Unknown

cJ'(f p.;rd. / YAfu,.tAfd g-().;..-.d

73

Habitat Assessment
Site:

D1..i

Trap#:

~

Canopy cover: Full/ patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: flll! / patches/ nO!it'
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses I sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Ab~a"'iit>/ moderate/ none ~!} r.:US
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
__...
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnan
Human disturbances: Yes/ NcJ / Unknown
Notes:

1c,(J,~ d ;/v.rr.A-1

Habitat.Assessment
Site:S~ri

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full/ patches/ @>
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery~]>/ patches/ none .
Type:
ftj}i ~~, /r

3cJbr.''o,

----

Ground Cover: Exposed / 'irasse /sphagnum
LeafLitter: Abundant/ ~ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water :
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes / N
:} Unknown
'--

Notes:

'-1

74

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#:

':::l..J

Canopy cover: Full / patches / 1non}
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patche,s / none
Type:
l.

O

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: YesJ/ No/ Unknown
Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Site:

''.?· •

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full / patches / n~
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush /,.Shrubbery: Full /'Pate~/ none

Type:6f:7b...n(}

/.-~ a.,~,b

,,__

Ground Cover: Exposed / ~s~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/~/ none
Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate/ slow / stagnant
Human disturbances:Q!.§
f No / Unknown
Notes:

/0

75

Habitat Assessmcot
Trap#: //

Site:
Canopy cover: Full/ patches /~ ne
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/_ Shrubbery: Full) patches/ none

Type: ~ '~

Ground Cover:

Cf'

'fo//i,

Exposed ~/ sphagnum

Leaf Litter: ~nd~ moderate / none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: lfes / No/ Unknown
Notes:
Kabita.t Assessment
Site:

SPJ-/

Trap#: 2

9

Canopy cover: Full/ patches e
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery~ patches I none
Type:

1k71

Ground Cover. Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ ~~
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow /stagnant
Human disturbances~) No/ Unknown
Notes: /rJ

~rd ci'un('1 11.12,i.:-I T~ ~c~

{}((('SS'

/rd,/

76

Habitat Mses.s.m.em
Site:

fvlc.61LL.. '"" 1,,.,~f" c..- "-r

Trap#:

3

Canopy cover: Full /~ none
Canopy typ0\._Deciduous / coniferous / mixed
Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full ~~/ none
Type: ~5

Ground Cover: Exposed /grasses/~phagnum

LeafLitte1~~-';:J moderate/ none
Presence offeature~/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ low j stagnant
Human disturbance'S: .Ye~ Unknown

~~f

Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Trap#:""2._ <._

Site:
~

.._,

Canopy cover: Full/~ none
~

Canopy type~ Qconiferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / patches1rri~

Type:

~

Ground Cover; Exposed~ /~
Leaf Litter: Abundant ~@
Presence offeatures~ rocks / other:b::?S< ,,,C f"rre
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant

Human disturbances: Yes 1ef!jJ; Unknown
Notes:

77

Ha bitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#: ' j

canopy cover8

/patches / none

?

--,,,....

canopy type :-O~us l'.lconiferous; mixed
Underbrush/ Shnibbery: Full/ patches/~

-

Type:

Ground Covel'."°Ex p~eY_g@~o: / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant /.jliOderE.tt!:>( none
Presence offeature~ Fallen trei:s / rocks/ other: ~ ~ +~
p.vo

--

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast /~ / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances:-9~1/ Unknown
Notes:

..s

~

..s. ~
Habitat Assessment

Site:

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full fp~~Y none
n;;;;~ ~---- mixed
Canopy type: ~(\Conifero,/

Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full ~/ none
Type:

-/tr17

-

Ground Cover~/ grasses~

LeafLltter: Abundant ~
Presence offeatures~/ rocks/ other:s.11<~
Proximity to water:

·

Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/stagnant

Human disturbance/9~ / Unknown
Notes:

7

~

78

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#: \

~

Canopy cover: Full / ~atch~S / none
Canopy type·1Deciduo' /coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full I patches I ~
Type: c,
Ground Cover: Exposed ~ sp_!!agnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant I moderate1

e

Presence offeatures: Fallen ~es/ rocks/ other:

So T B:'JT

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes f}fD1 Unknown
Notes:

Habitat Assessment

Trap#: ~

Site:
Canopy cover: Full~ none
Canopy typerDecid~ / \E?nlferous / mixed
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full / patches ;.lone:::,
Type:
~

-

Ground Cover: Exposed /~a:Ssesf sphagnum')
Leaf Litter:~ moderate tio~

----_;>
Presence of features:-Fallen
trees / rocks / other: D07

'-- __,.,.

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes /iiJ)/ Unknown
Notes:

~

79

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#:

8

(p

Canopy cover: Full ~;; / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous ~
,,,,,_
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / pa tc hes/~
Type:
~
Ground Cover/Ex~/ grasses / sphagnum
?'-

Leaf Litter: Abundan ~~ none
Presence offeatures: ~ile;tr°ee~ /rocks /other: ~1

R::rr

J

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate/ slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes /\!!!})! Unknown
Notes:

Site:

Trap#: / )

Canopy cover: Fult /~ / none
Canopy type: ~ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbe~'j)atches / none
Type:

fC l"'/1

re-

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses ( sphagnum
LeafLitter: Abundan~ /

~/

none -

Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow I stagnant
Human disturbances· Yes
Notes:

/.J:lv7/ Un known

'i?DI

J

80

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Ji

8

Trap#: I~

'j

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full ;@es>
/ none
Canopy type~us /coniferous / mixed
.- ::::...
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full f(P~j none
Type: r:f::rrJ

Ground Cover: Exposed/ ~tsp~um
~~

Leaf Litter: Abundant /~r~yione

Presence of features: Fallen trees /rocks/ other:

rti<~

$o T

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Y~/~Unknown
Notes:
HabltatAssessmeQt
Site:
Canopy cover: Full~ none
Canopy type: @eddu~/ coniferous

19

Underbrush/ Shrubbery®/~ non~
Type:
V'?, Clov~ ·M1"h '"" L<J

t.t11c ...

Ground Cover~~/ grasses ~
Leaf Litter: Abundant lea~.J none
Presence offeatur115: Fallen trees / rocks/ other: '}Jo 7
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate ~tagnant
Human dJsturbances:i\r~~nknown
Notes)

I

1 1-c~ n1

~Mp

81

Habitat Assessment
Site:
Canopy cover: Full

Trap#:

e ·

f3

10

I none

Canopy type: ~ / coniferous 1mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /~atches ~
Type: 4'.,~ ,.., ·c- 7 T
Ground Cover: Expose~>sphagnum

,_ -

Leaf Litter: Abundant /~e / none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other: ~-?Ye('
Proximity to water: I ff)
Flow: Fast/ moderate /~ stagnant

.yl'.-C:I(

Human disturbances:~)@ Unknown
Notes:

l{a.b.uatAw:.smum.t
Trap#: /0

Site:
Canopy cov~atches / none
Canopy typ~-UOUs / coniferous /~ixed)
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches(~
Type:
'-.___.....)
Ground Cover: Exposed / ~~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter: A"bundan_;X'~~ none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / oth; :
Proximity to water: 3 P"'\
Flow: Fast I moderate ( slow I stagnant
-,

, - /~n J
Humao disturbances®
~ Unknown

Notes:

f{:'7-

(reel

bre:;.'I~S

I/

82

Habitat Assessment
Site:

/Z f-z_

Trap#:

Canopy covel': Full~/ none
Canopy type·-Oecid~ s / coniferous { mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /
Type:

patches, /~
'-

Ground Cover: Exposed ~ / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ r;-ode"rate ~

-

Presence of features: Fallen trees / rocks / other: BOT

Jltt "?

.3

Proximity to water:
n- r
Flow: Fast / moderate / @.g.w I stagnant

rt:<!. IC.

Human dlsturbances:(Yes ) (fjj); Unknown
Notes:
Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#:

/J

Canopy covef:Fuii/ patche e
Canopy typ~a~ coniferous f €xed2'
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches ~e >

Type:
Ground Cover. Exposed ~

Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate 1'5Qne)

Presence offeature :-F~/ rocks / other:

I SoT, slumf7

Proximity to water: 3 W'l
Flow: Fast/ moderate/~ stagnant
Human disturbancesf Yes )
Notes:

fiffi .,.J

fj}J Unknown

p ./;.,f b ·~J-e

f3

83

Habitat Assessment
Trap#: ( 0

Site:
Canopy cover: Full / patches

/ '-/

19

Canopy type:~/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full tQatclJ.e / none
Type: ,e'os £"
Ground Cover: Exposed L grass~/ sphagnum
Leaflitter: Abundant~)c / none
Presence offeatur~: F~°'sy rocks/ other:

-J.tmp

e

ProxJmity to water:
")1
7~
Flow: Fast/ moderate ~
Human disturbances:~S)' o / Unknown
Notes: I rlA"

4tJf br-~
HamtatAsses.sment

Site:

c'
Canopy cover: Full ~/ none
Canopy type~s ( coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbe~/ patches / '
Type:
s:j7,;::.,,.(1>. ?

Ra.sr= ,

Ground Cover: Exposed/~~
Leaflitter: Abundant /~od~ @

~

Presence offeature~ /rocks/ other:

j-=;:;

Proximity to water: /m ,
Flow: Fast I moderate/ slow/~
Human disturbance ·: Yes /({;;:;, Unknown
Notes:

Trap#: L

Z

I)

84

Site:

Trap#:

zy--

I<::::,,

Trap#:

j6

I7

Canopy cover: Full ,~ none
Canopy type: ~s / E_Oniferous / mixed
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full
Type: f-/ol/7

;@iI none

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/~~ !~nj)
Presence of features: Fallen trees /rocks / other)/U ~
Vi· · f
Proximity to water:
Flow: fast /moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances&'".?/~ Unknown

Notes: ~

pi/
Habitat Assessment

Site:

e

Canopy cover: Full · atches / none
Canopy type: eciduous

I mixed~

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patche~~'\
Type:
~
Ground Cover. Exposed

~~s;hagnu~

Leaf Litter~/ moderate
~

Presence of feature . ·alien tree

/e-

rocks/ other:

Proximity to water: ( ~
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow I
Human
Notes:

l_~-airt)

disturbances~)/ Unknown

85

Site:
Canopy cover:

Trap#:

2- 7

/ f3

e8

1'7

Ful~ / none

Canopy typ~ /coniferous~
Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full/ ~ none )
Type: ,Rr,zr / /"1017
Ground Cover. Exposed

1@1 sphagnum

Leaf Litte~ moderate/ none
~

Presence of feature. -:'"l'allen tree /rocks/ other:
~

Proximity to water: 2 l'>1
_,..-~
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/~
Human disturbanc~:...._Yes/ No/ Unknown
Notes:

Site:
Canopy cover~h:Y none

Trap#:
-...

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous@
Underbrush/ Shrubbery~ Full /~on~
Type: )!cu:::; fV'>?l•t-Jc..
Ground Cover: Exposed /grasses ~

LeafLllterS~one
Presence of feature~ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances~';/Qunknown
Notes:

b/o"7 c~

86

Habit;it Assessment
Trap#:

Site:

5

-..,6

.e-

Canopy cover: Full ~)none
Canopy type~ / coniTe/ous / mixed
Underbrush/ Shrubbe~ / patches/ none
Type: ;.,/u lt/
,....._
Ground Cover: Expose~as~es)'~hagnu'm
Leaf Litter: Abundant / modera~e'i

-

~.

fr~

Presence of featurj!s: Fallen trees / rocks I other: 57 11 "fP r.

,

~/~0 br,,.,~

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances:'
Notes:

~

/'>?

Yes:@ Unknown

f ?Zrn , l'a1 /

Trap#:

Site:
Canopy cover: Full I patche~

1Ev

7
J a 1.f ~verf7/
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed

-,

Underbrush /Shrubbery: Full f @e~/ ~ne
Type:

l/i>1f;t..

Ground Cover: Exposede

/ sphagnum
/

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate/(bne'i
Presence offeature : ~· I rocks/ other: :.?:)T
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate/ slow/ stagnant
L'.

\

Human disturbances:;ves /
Notes:

B/YI

mm

~
o /.Unknown

1r4/

1/

2f/,

87

Habita t Assessment
Site:

JJ1c61//

Trap#:

38

Canopy cover: Full ~ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferOU$ /~
Underbrush/ Shrubbe~ patches ;rione

Type:Rr>?
Ground Cover~ grasses / sphagnum

--

Leaf Utter.: Abundant /~d~none
Presence offeatur~: Fallen trees / rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
~
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant

b8

._

Human disturbanc<@J No/ Unknown
Notes:

I.., P? ~

C

~

/?{}q_o(

(_

Habitat Assessment
Site:

~6J//

Trap#:

Canopy cover8/~ none
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous~)

~

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full/ patches.z~
Type:
Ground Cover, ::xE_osed / grasse~
Leaf Lltter:{Abundant) modera~ I none
Presence of fean::-es: "Fallen trees 1
/ rocks/ other:
.....
Proximity to water: ~ IYJ
/"--....
Flow: Fast/ moderate I slow)/ stagnant

,,,..-

'---""

Human dlsturbanc;es: Yes t~o /Unknown

~f/M(?

3z 23

88

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#:

.3 (

2.'(

3s

2~)

Canopy cove'r: Full / ·patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous /coniferous ~

patche~ J

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: FuJI /
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed/

-

grasses~~

Leaf Litter: Abundant ~ none
Presence of feature~/ rocks/ other:

/:vah~

Proximity to water: , "~
Flow: Fast/ moderate I lo / stagnant
Human disturbance~No /Unknown
Notes:

-

Habitat Assessment
Site:
Canopy cover:

Trap#:

Ful~~

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed ) "\VA
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: FuJJ ~;Q
Type:

CroundCove~ ~~
Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate 7,)lone
Presence of features:.failen tr~ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water: tn cree. J.,t;,(
Flow: Fast/~ / slow /stagnant
Human disturbances~ No / Unknown
Notes: 'i)y,eJ_ c vee.IL
C{)IJYJtc/7"7

~

t-;t!.. -t:"t:"n
1

C¥e ~1<...

f

r1\..A::,,,

89

Habitat Assessment
Site:

Trap#:

. ,.,. _

3<-{

~ G,

3~

27

Canopy cover: Full( p~ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous ~

'-----

/~

Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / patches/~
Type:

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses /~
Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate /none
Presence of features: Fallen treeSi/ rocks I other:
Proximity to water: I
"'1
Flow: Fast/ moderatei
Human disturbances@
Notes: I#

d

"l
~/

stagnant

No / Unknown

9?2JS

Site:

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full ~ patch~ / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous t_ miirea">
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full I pat~ fl;;~
Type: :{€# 11.
V

-

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasse(/ sphagnum)
Leaf Litter: Abundant / moderate

16

Presence offeatures: Fallen trees / rocks / other:'\)
Proximity to water: '2-M
Flow: Fast I moderate I slo I stagnant

(\

\..

l

Human disturbances~ / No / Unknown
Notes:

Urie.:::/ "f.p

171:/r,s/_,

'f\L'f..-r .Jv horor\J.~.t.

bt

90

Habitat Assessment
Site:
Canopy cove1~ Full

e

Trap#:

;3 ~

none

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous~
Underbrush I Shrubbery: Full I~ none
Type: h-rlf
Ground Cover: Exposed I grasses~
Leaf Litter: Abundant I mode; ate't, none
Presence offeatures: Fallen trees j rocks / other:
Proximity to water: ) ,.
"'
Flow: Fast / moderateef st5 / stagnant
Human disturbance~ No/ Unknown
Notes· l'Jt.4'

.

7'7~/i

/'i

{l<Pf)

"

~
Habitat Assessment

Site:

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Ful~ none
Canopy type: Deciduous /
Underbrush /
Type:

coniferous ~

Shrubbe~ patches / none
rG/'~--

Ferns , IJIM:J l.'{(J

Ground Cover: Exposed/ grasse~~
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate~
Presence of features:~ocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbance@No /Unknown
Notes:

}r1td
' im;6'i, cf~
7

fv r~

37

'~

91

~

llilbl.tat Asscss.ro.en.~

.

Site:

r

a,_'.)e.."'

,\

t
'
n~·jY\5 \

r,

.

~'\.J-,i,(_,...-.

Trap#:£/-/

Canopy cover: Full ~/ none
Canopy type~/ coniferous /

3_')/ ~\ ~

mixed/m~.Z....

~Shrubbery: Full/~ ~
Type:

Ground Cover: Exposed

/&~~/ sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant/ modera t e @
Presence of features, ~Jen trees /•ro~ /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human. disturbances: Yes@;~
Notes:

Site:

Trap#: [

Canopy cover~/(~~~/ none
Canopy type~ / mixed

Under~~/ Sh~~ull /patches i!'dri~ ~
Ground Cover: Exposed/~
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate {;;,~e

7X

Presence of features~t~ ~?°:_~/ other:'
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate /slow / stagnant

~'

Human disturbances: Yes ,(~Jllnknown
Notes:

1-0 <6 ~ \ J

92

,,

Site:

I

' . . .~r:>-~-

Trap#:

canopy cover: Full (1ia t~-~~Y none

LHd--7 /R \

Canopy type! Deciduous I conifero us / mix-;J
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full / \patclies 'y. none
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed

1

~s / sphagnum

LeafLitter: Abundant / moderate /n~-~
-·---'{f:lf.::.:::.-

Presence offeatures: Fallen t're~)lrocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / m o~~low /stagnant
Human

disturbance~~'/ Unknown

Notes:

lial!Itat.As£essmmt
\ \ }I

Site:

?-o')

S

-<?__,

Trap#:

Canopy cover(§l/ patche~

c~ mixe~~ll,
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patches 1$§j!JJX'
Canopy type: Deciduous /
Type:
Ground Cove~/~)' sphagnum

~-

Leaf Litter: Abundan([iiiOdCi'life:@
Presence of features:'°...fallen trees I rocks I other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human
Notes:

disturbanc~!:§) Unknown

vFo--.'JC?
~·

[~\1Ur/~\~

93

Hahlta~s.smeru

Site:

I\

~~-L"-..,

//

e

Canopy cove@ /Jlatches / none
Canopy type:

/coniferous/~

Underbrush~: Full /
Type:

4Je>/

none

--~ \

Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf

Litter;.A_bund~~~~:e~~teL__)
d~
- .:.:.:::='-

~

Presence offeatu~/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbanc~ /Unknown
Notes:

Site:

,,

./1
/I

~s

Trap#:

Canopy covere patches~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ conife~/ miXed 'f\".!~9-.,

~rUm/ Shrubbery: Full/~~
Type:
Ground Cover: Ex~os~d

e/
r:::::::-...

sphagnum

Leaf Litter: Abundant)/ moderate~
Presence of features~/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances=@,@; Unknown
Notes:

81dJ)/K1)

94

Habitat Assessment
Site:

~'JQ .-~

II

Trap#:

\;\-\)_~. I~

Canopy cover(9~/ non:
Canopy typef"DerufiiOus / coniferous / mixed

- _i;:g~

'

: Full / patches / none
yp

~

Ground Cover: Exposed/ grasse$>/ sphagnum

---------

----···

,-;:;::::..
Leaf Litter0bundant;piode~ate ~
Presence

offe~;~~_falle~ree~J rocks/ other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbance~y/ Unknown
Notes:

Site:

\'

·/

II

'(\

¥---.v(,~--:>
Canopy cove~/~ none
Canopy type: Deciduousr,Cc~i~)/ mixed
Underbrush/ ~ull I
Type:

patch~ ~05

Ground Cover(fucp~ds sphagnum
LeafLittef'Ab;n-daill'/ moderate 6no;;:i}

·--~

--IX

~

Presence of features: Fallen~ rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disrurbance@t(N'2i Unknown
Notes:

Trap#:

('i

/L_

[fl 1-.JJ ~al-'

95

\\

Site:

_

Canopy cover: Full /"patches/
none
_,/

'f0'\'j)
Underbrush~Fu~f\
patches/~)
Type: -.. :: :.:.::::::;;Y 'J
~
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous· f:, mixed

---=· .,..,--

.

Ground Cover: Expose.iii/ grasses Ysphagnum
Leaf Litter:

Ab~n;~/ moderatee

~
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human

disturbance~~ Unknown

Notes:
tillhitat..As$i:$~1lt

Site:

;. rI
'

<2_

_C- ~ c......

\ '(_}-::x...-' J
( 41(
Canopy cove r: §f / patches / none

Trap #:

~

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous /-1.!l~
Underbrush I
Type:

S~bbery~ patches
-

z•
-./

Ground Cov~ ~/sphagnum
Lear Litter(Abund;m
....__ Lmoderate/ none

-

-.~

Presence or features[Fiille!l"'<rees-/ rocks/ other·
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes
Notes:

d- J.rc4c~

~Unknown

E~;t2) 1-~
~~¥11)veJ-lJJ
I

)(
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Habitat N>sessment

\\

Site:

I /

~~1

Trap#:

fJ-J J<b

Trap#:

lH _i,

Canopy cover: Full / patchl)' I none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush·YShrubbery:

- TYJ,e:

0

patches/ none

.~ ,.,

-A

.

Ground Coven E,rposea j 'grasses/ f phagnu ~

"

--

Leaf Litter:~/ mod;;rtc / none
Presence of features: Fallen

-~'S / r~s I other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human

disturbances~~~ / Unknown

Notes:

Site:

\\

//

Canopy cover:CE;illJ~ none
Canopy type: Deciduous /

coniferous~

Underbrush / Shrubbc~,.pa~ none
Type: '-·=7
Ground Cove·fE~l grasses/ sphagnum
'-..__:_

LeafLitter: A,b-undam/ mo~erate / none
Presence of features: Fallen trees/ r!c'f;s / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances:~ Unknown
Notes:

J. cIJ-r-.-cf:lL5
~<:aw

/~ }_v
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Habitat Assessment
Site:

''

',

~~~)

Canopy cover: Full /~/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous~ / iiiixed

---

~Shrubbery:

Type:

~

-.

Full / patches I n~~j

,..----~--\

Ground Cover: Exposea)/ grasses/ sphagnum

Leafl..itter:~mode~e~

.c;;:;~';;;; rocks/ other:
Presence of feature.~/
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances!~~ Unknown

Notes:~~\

Site:

(__

\\

Trap#:

Canopy covei:: Full Y patches / none
'-'---'
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferousti_n1ixed
Underbrlrsh'/ Shrubbery: Full / patches~
-T}'pe:
Ground Cov~{E_xp:Q;li /'.ff.asses1 sphagnum
Leaf Litter-;:!(bundant [lnoderate /~

,-~

Presence offeatures: F.a~rees I rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbance@;(ti9 Unknown
Notes:--rf;; \

t_ \-\ Lr
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\\

Site:

II

Trap#:r-

~

\:::..

Canopy cover: Full/ p~_}none

S / 17 'l

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/ mixed
Underbrush ~~Full (Pa~~
Type:
-~
~
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Abundant/ moderate ( none
l

'

Presence of featurehlallen trees/ rocks / other:

'--

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human~tur::nce~ Unknown
Notes: ' ) \~I
Dab~

Site:

I '

'\

/')
Y\v

(

Trap#:[ H

S-C "J

Canopy cover:Q / patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous/~}
Underbrush /
Type:
Ground

-:.~

Shrubbery:~/

\..__/

patches / none

Cover~~ grasses/ sphagnum

Leaf Litte~~t/ moderate ~
Presence of features:

-

e_aiitrft~s / rocks / other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Y~ffetUnknown \._
I
'-_,,
)(\
Notes:
Ive.,
0

1-

I

\J&)

0-J \

1

I f"\~

1

)J ~
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Hi! b.ilaW~CHl!ll?ll.t
Site:

\I

I (

~"'~

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Full ~ches 7 none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mixed
Underbrush/ Sh~bb~: F~il) patches/ n()ri;>
Type: .
Ground Cover~ ~asses/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter.~/~-~
Presence of features:fallen trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate /slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes t No / Unknown
Notes:

/

Site: ,

,,

"

""'
~
._

\

\,~L ~v>.) \(\'(J-. '.~ >'f
\\)~ y
HabitatAssess01ent

//

'\~ J
Canopy cover: 1Fu~ patches / none

Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous / mfxed'
Under brusiq5hrubber:Y1~ patches
Type:
__.Y-.

/e

Ground Cover: Exposeil / gr'i°sses /sphagnum

LeafUtte~/ moderate /
Presence of features: Fallen

none

treesr rocks / other:

Proxi01lty to water:
Flow: Fast I moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes fif!.§y Unknown
Notes:

--i

J\

.

(.J-i I~
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Site:

\"'I

I

t

cover(~ patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferou~

Trap#: (;_~~ \3

/R

Canopy

Underbrush / Shrub~patches I@
Type:·~
Ground c~~~cis"eCljgrasses I sphagnum
Leaf Litter: Ab~~~~ moderate~
.··· I'
Presence of features: Fallen rrees j rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbance~ Unknown
Notes:<;

Site:

\WJ~
\\

Canopy

/

J

Trap#:

cover~ patches / none

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous

f8

Underbru1!J, /Shrubbery: Full:JPa'tCiles / none

T'ype:

.

Ground Cover: _Exposea-j grasses / sphagnum

LeafLitter~;~ moderate/ none
Presence of features:~/ rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes ® unknown
Notes:

t:_ ~ <ti

/

101

Habluit Asscssmcot

Sile:

\\

Canopy

w'\z,

I I

~

cover~~/
patches/ none
'-../

Trap#:

\:-::\~\ \ )-._)

\

Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous /;!~
Underbrush/ Shrubbery: Full /patchesY. i§§·
Type:
Ground Cover:~~~~<!;j,>grasses / sphagnum

·-- moderate~

Leaf LitteffAb~na<Int /

--~

y~

;:ts<

Presence offeatures: F'~len trees / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow / stagnant
Human disturbancesl Yes l
Notes:

~-1
1 I o-,i

ti£Y Unknown

Habitat Assessment
Site: -'\ ~ i I
Canopy

":_')

cover~/ patc~es / none

Canopy type:

Decidu~us / c~xeil;}

Underbrus~ry~patches / @'
Typ~~
Ground Cover: ~/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter:~/ mo, erate /~
Presence offeatures·

/ rocks/ other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast / moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbance6'@unknown
Notes:

T"cJ J

Trap#:

E 1-J

/CJ

~ ~Q
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Site:

,,

llabltat Assessment
/I

Trap#:

)

Canopy cover: Full / patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous/

conifero~~~
1

Underlll'il~h"JShrubbery:.full / pati:hes none

Type:

Ground Covet,.-Exj)OSed:/
grasses / sphagnum
...____
LeafLfttei:: Abundant/ moderate~'
Presence of features:

~/ rocks / other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances: Yes / Nd/ Unknown

Notes: ~(~

H:UJjtalAsses.smen.t
Site:

''

1
'

~")

I

Canopy coveir::if§/ patches/ none
Canopy type: Deciduous

e·I~

Underbrush/, Shrubbery: Full/ patehe// none
"~ i:ype!'

..__

"< _./

Ground Cover: E~ ~./sphagnum

LeafLltte~/~@

Presence offeatures:6~ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human dlsturbance® 0
Notes:

~~

Unknown

~~

\-1 I)_ 1-

~
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Habitat~

Site:

,,

Canopy

s

~fJSs:i_,

1/

Trap#:

cover(~/ patches / none

Canopy type: Deciduous / toriiferol!s / ~
Underbrush/ sbr;bbery: Full./ patthe~ f.. none
Type:

Ground

- ·-

____,

Cover:~7 &1'."~ sphagnum
·.

-~

Leaf Litter~) modera~ none
Presence offeatures~/_rocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbances~~ Unknown
Notes:

~0

li.Wltat~mmt

Site:
Canopy

1\ /I

~~~ 1

cove!\:~ ~atches /none

Canopy type: Deciduous /~us ~
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full/ patches ~
Type:
Ground Cove~: Exposed'/ grasses / sphagnum
Leaf Litter.~t /

m~~ none

~.:..

Presence of features; !_~eY/ rocks/ other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbance sS
~
Yes 1/fao) Unknown
Notes:

}.__

tj\r,\ ~!j ../'1t-~ \

E LJ k .1 R(
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Site:

I/

\\

~e:'5

Trap#:

Canopy cover: Fulfli..i?.~tc~ /none
Canopy type: Deciduous~/€~
~

Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full/ patches f none '
Type:

-

_,

Ground Cover:<Exp_ose~/ grasses /sphagnum
Leaf Litte{:Abu.nd~rlt / moderate / none
Presence of feature(~~ / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate / slow / stagnant
Human disturbances: Q{fj__~ Unknown
' (~ \

Notes:

lillhltalAu.es.s_me.nt

Site:

\

I1

I

ho7 (2 ':,

Canopy cover.:_® patches\( none
Canopy type: Deciduous/ coniferous /'iiiiXed /
Underbrush /shrubber)': Full;ljpatchelf rio;;;
Type:
,..

· .;..;~-~

--

- ,

Ground Cover. Exp~~ed / grasses / sphagnum
LeafLltter:-Ab-und3"!Y moderate/~
Presence of features~~~~ / rocks / other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human disturbanc~~ Unknown
Notes:

I J~-<;"'(e.L0

• '~ /

c \- -\ ~ I~
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Site:

\\

I/

'

~:'..-,0 ,

Canopy CO\'Cr:ev- patches / none
Canopy type: Deciduous I coniferou~ /~
Underbrush / Shrubbery: Full 1@.trione
Type:
Ground Cover: Exposed / grasses / sphagnum

.

LeafL1tter. Abundant /
Presence of

;:::::::,,...

moderate~'

feature~~ rocks/ other:

Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow / stagnant
Human
Notes:

Site:

disturb~~ce@~'lJnknown

;(,0-l\

,,

Habitat Assessment
( I

Canopy cover: Full/ patches ~
Canopy type: Deciduous / coniferous/ mixed/ l\ci'\\«.. )
Underbrush/ ~h~~~I\/ patches/ none
Type:
___.:,r---'

I

Ground Cover: Exposed<t:'grasses ,/ sphagnum
Leaf Litter. Abundant/ moderate.:J._-i!fif

(.~

·-

Presence of features: F~ocks /other:
Proximity to water:
Flow: Fast/ moderate/ slow/ stagnant
Human
Notes:

disturbances:@~ Unknown

rff~ \

